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An All-Day Attitude Sensor Integrating Stars and
Sun Measurement Based on Extended Pixel

Response of CMOS APS Imager
Hongjing Cao , Haiyang Zhan , Jingdong Li , Qilong Rao , Fei Xing , and Zheng You

Abstract— For celestial measurement, it is difficult to enable
a single optical system to image and measure both stars and
the sun due to the vastly different light intensity of targets
and the limited response capability of the image sensor pixel.
Here, we develop an all-day optical attitude sensor integrating
stars and the sun measurement based on the extended pixel
response model of the CMOS active-pixel sensor (APS) imager.
For extremely large light intensity, we extend the conventional
pixel response model to the oversaturated stage where the pixel
values reverse and drop below the saturation value. Based on this,
the integration of the star sensor and the sun sensor is realized.
The pixels image the starry sky with linear response, and make
use of the oversaturation response to image the sun and obtain
a black spot on the bright background. This principle enables
the capability of all-day high-precision attitude measurement
using a single miniaturized sensor. An integrated optical attitude
sensor is designed and manufactured. Ground-based observation
results show that the orientation accuracy from sun measurement
is better than 9” (3σ), and the attitude accuracy from star
measurement is better than 5” (3σ) for pointing and 11” (3σ)
for rolling. The sensor can be applied to high-precision all-day
navigation systems for miniaturized spacecraft and aircraft.

Index Terms— Attitude measurement, optical instrumenta-
tions, optical measurement, space instrumentations.

I. INTRODUCTION

NAVIGATION is an indispensable key technology in var-
ious fields such as aviation, aerospace, and marine [1],

[2], [3], [4]. Celestial navigation is an important way to realize
automated navigation by detecting the celestial bodies with
known accurate spatial positions [5]. It does not rely on any
external man-made facilities, and therefore, is not susceptible
to spoofing attacks and signal blockage and jamming [6],
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[7], [8]. In addition, since the positions of celestial bodies are
absolute at a given moment, celestial navigation has no cumu-
lative error so it is of high value in long-time-duration missions
[1], [9]. Unlike visual navigation, celestial navigation does not
depend on the ground features of the working environment,
and it does not need to map the complex environment [10],
[11]. Nowadays, automated celestial navigation is combined
with other navigation methods to improve navigation accuracy,
increase security, and provide an effective means of checking
for major errors in special scenarios, especially in important
military strategic occasions [12], [13]. With the increasing
application of small spacecraft and aircraft, and the increas-
ingly complex tasks, the all-day celestial navigation system
becomes requisite, and the requirements for its miniaturization
are also raised.

Automatic celestial navigation is mainly realized through
optical attitude sensors, including star sensors and sun sensors.
Star sensors can achieve high-precision celestial navigation by
extracting and identifying bright star spots in digital images
[14], [15], [16], [17]. However, the insufficient ability of a
star sensor to observe stars in daylight limits its use as an all-
day navigation system [18]. The background light intensity
of star images in daylight is millions of times that of the
dark sky, resulting in stars being difficult to detect as weak
targets. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, high-
precision all-day star sensors usually have a large mass and
volume [19], which are not suitable for small spacecraft
and aircraft. Sun sensors can achieve celestial navigation by
extracting the image of the sun. Liu et al. achieved daytime
navigation through a hemispherical sun sensor array. The sun
vector measurement accuracy was 0.2◦

× 0.1◦ [20], [21],
[22]. However, the sun sensor is always not sensitive to weak
light and may not respond when imaging starry sky, which
can only be used during the day when the sun is in the
field of view (FOV) and cannot realize all-day navigation by
itself. One solution to achieve all-day celestial navigation is
to combine multiple types of sensors such as sun sensors
or polarized light sensors [23], [24], [25] and star sensors.
Guo et al. used nine polarized light sensors distributed in a
hemisphere to assist with starlight and inertial information
and developed an integrated navigation system that can work
normally even when only one star is observed during the day.
The simulation results showed that it realized an accuracy
of 0.02◦ [26]. The existing combination solutions work with
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF PREVIOUS CELESTIAL NAVIGATION SENSORS AND THE INTEGRATED ALL-DAY SENSOR

Fig. 1. Principle of integrated all-day optical attitude sensor. The part with yellow shading in the figure corresponds to the work state as a sun sensor
during the day, and that with gray shading corresponds to the work state as a star sensor at night. (a) Measurement model of the integrated all-day optical
attitude sensor during the daytime and night, respectively. (b) Pixel circuit and signal sampling of the pixels for star imaging and black sun imaging on the
CIS. Extremely strong sunlight causes the overflow (bluish violet arrow) to raise the reset level and mistake the pixel readout value. (c) Extended CIS pixel
response model and imaging of the all-day optical attitude sensor. Working as a star sensor at night, the acquired image is multiple bright spots on a dark
background with pixels responding in the linear stage. Working as a sun sensor during the daytime, the image is a black spot on a bright background with
pixels responding in the oversaturation stage. In this sun image, the background pixels are all saturated.

large instrument mass and volume, but limited orientation
measurement accuracy.

The difference in intensity between the sun and stars is
huge, which can span a super-wide range of more than 1011

times. Therefore, it is difficult to realize the integration of
the star sensor and the sun sensor with one optical system
[27], [28], [29]. In addition, for conventional camera-based
sun sensors, the extremely strong light leads to a blooming
phenomenon or other artifacts on the image [30]. The circular
sun image is extracted through image processing techniques
such as the circular Hough transform [31]. The centering
accuracy of the sun image is limited, which in turn affects the
orientation measurement accuracy. Recently, artifacts have also
been utilized to improve sun extraction accuracy. Cheng et al.
[22] made use of the blooming phenomenon of the charge
coupled device (CCD) image sensor to extract both the circular

image of the sun and the blooming line to estimate the position
of the sun’s center. Besides, a phenomenon called the black
sun effect has also been discovered and applied to sun sensors
[32]. This phenomenon occurs because the extremely strong
sunlight causes the signal readout (RO) of the image sensor
to be abnormal, and the image of the sun is reversed from
a bright spot to a black spot. Saleem et al. [33] made use of
the black sun effect to improve the image processing method,
so as to reduce the adverse influence of complex sun artifacts,
achieving an accuracy of 0.013◦ under static conditions. They
also developed a sun-tracking CMOS image sensor (CIS) with
a black-sun readout scheme [34]. Actually, we find the image
sensor with the black sun effect still has the ability to image
weak light targets normally, and it opens up the possibility for
the integration of stars and the sun measurement. In addition,
based on the detailed analysis of the cause of the black sun
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the signal generation and readout of the CIS with 4T-PPD pixels under normal intensity illumination. (a) General schematic circuit
diagram of the pixel structure, column CDS readout circuit, and subsequent signal processing. The pixel structure and CDS readout circuit are respectively in
the blue frame and the purple frame. (b) Potential profile of the pixel reset sampling, charge transferring, and signal sampling. (c) Complete timing sequence
and output potential of a pixel in a single exposure cycle. (d) CIS simplified structure diagram.

effect, the accuracy of the sun sensor using this effect can be
further improved through appropriate design and optimization
of the optical system.

In this article, we develop a high-precision miniaturized
all-day optical attitude sensor integrating stars and the sun
measurement based on the extended pixel response model of
the CIS. We explain in detail the cause of the black sun effect
at the pixel circuit level of the CIS, extend the pixel response
model, and achieve the integrated design of the star sensor and
the sun sensor on this basis (see Fig. 1). First, we analyze the
principle of signal generation and readout of the CIS with four-
transistor pinned photodiode (4T-PPD) pixels under normal
and extremely strong light. Based on the correlated double
sampling (CDS), we propose an extended response model of
the CIS pixel, which covers pixel response to weak and very
strong light in linear and oversaturation stages, respectively.
Moreover, the integration of the star sensor and the sun sensor
is realized, and an all-day optical attitude sensor is designed
and manufactured. Ground-based observation experiments of
stars and the sun have verified it effectiveness and accuracy.
The work significantly improves the accuracy of the sun
measurement, combining the high-precision stars measurement

meanwhile, and provides an approach for all-day celestial nav-
igation system miniaturization. The characteristics of previous
celestial navigation sensors and the integrated all-day sensor
are shown in the Table I.

II. EXTENDED PIXEL RESPONSE MODEL OF CIS

A. Signal Generation and Readout Under Normal
Illumination

The research is based on the CIS with 4T-PPD pixels that
applies CDS for pixel signal readout. The general schematic
circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2(a), which illustrates the pixel
structure, column CDS readout circuit, and subsequent sig-
nal processing. The signal processing mainly includes signal
amplification through the programmable gain amplifier (PGA)
and analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). This section analyzes
the signal generation and readout under normal light intensity,
that is, when the generated photoelectrons do not exceed the
full well capacity (FWC) of the pixel.

A pixel consists of a pinned photodiode (PPD), a floating
diffusion (FD), and four transistors that include a reset tran-
sistor (RST), a transfer gate (TG), a source follower (SF), and
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a select transistor (SEL) [36], [37]. The PPD receives light to
generate photoelectrons, which are collected and accumulated
in the formed potential well as signal charges. The TG forms
a potential barrier when turned off. If the charge in the PPD
does not exceed the FWC, the potential barrier can prevent the
charges from reaching the FD. Only a very small amount of
charges leak to the FD due to the thermionic emission [38].
When the TG is on, the charges can be transferred to the FD,
and the charge in FD is converted into voltage by SF [39].
The potential change of FD is given by

1V =
QFD

CFD
(1)

where QFD is the amount of charge in FD, and CFD is the
equivalent charge-to-voltage conversion capacitance.

In order to eliminate the fixed pattern noise (FPN) of
the pixel, the CDS readout method is adopted. Two sets of
sampling-hold (S/H) circuits sample and hold the reset level
(the amount of charges) and the signal level respectively, and
then the two sampling values enter the differential amplifier for
subtraction operation. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the potential profile
of the pixel reset sampling, charge transferring, and signal
sampling respectively.

The complete timing sequence and output potential of a
pixel in a single exposure cycle are shown in Fig. 2(c). First,
RST and TG are turned on to reset the PPD and FD to the
high potential (t1). Subsequently, TG is turned off, and RSPL
is on for reset sampling (t2). Under normal intensity light, the
reset level is low and represents the reset noise.

During exposure, photoelectrons are generated and accumu-
lated in PPD and the potential of PPD drops. When TG is on
again, the signal charges are transferred to and maintained in
FD (t3), and then SSPL is on for signal sampling (t4). At this
moment, the charge in the FD is the sum of the signal charge
and reset noise charge. Finally, the reset level and signal level
enter the differential amplifier through RO to calculate the
FPN-eliminated low-noise readout value

readout = signal level-reset level. (2)

SEL remains on during the process, indicating that this row
is selected. The pixel exposure time lasts from the end of the
reset to the beginning of the charge transfer.

All pixels in the same row perform the above process at
the same time. Signals in the same column are readout by the
same output line and CDS circuit. The readout value of each
pixel is converted into the pixel value, a digital signal, through
the subsequent signal processing [see Fig. 2(d)].

B. Signal Readout Under Extremely Strong Light

Charge collection and accumulation in the PPD are the basis
for subsequent signal output and readout. However, the FWC
of the pixel limits the number of electrons that the potential
well of PPD can store. It determines the maximum output of
the pixel, and in turn, determines the imaging dynamic range
and the maximum signal-to-noise ratio of the CIS.

The height of the potential barrier formed by TG is one
of the important factors affecting the value of the FWC [40].

Fig. 3. Schematic of the signal readout of the 4T-PPD pixel under extremely
strong light. (a) Potential profile of the pixel reset sampling and signal
sampling when the amount of charges exceeds FWC and charges overflow to
FD. (b) Timing sequence and output potential of a pixel at the corresponding
time. The blue dotted line indicates the case of much stronger light than the
black solid line, and the readout value has dropped to zero.

During the charge accumulation process of PPD, when the
charge largely exceeds the FWC, the potential barrier formed
by TG will be insufficient to prevent the charges from reaching
the FD. If there is no effective compensation measure to
discharge the excess charges of the pixel, the charges will
overflow to the FD or surrounding pixels. The actual charge
overflow is related to the design and manufacturing of the
pixel structure [41]. Overflow to surroundings may aggravate
crosstalk between CIS pixels, and cause unexpected phenom-
ena such as blooming.

When the incident light is extremely strong, the charge
overflow to the FD may affect the reset level sampling (see
Fig. 3). Due to the extremely high light intensity, a large
number of generated photoelectrons quickly reach the FWC
after the reset process, and then overflow to the FD. The time
at which overflow occurs is marked as point A in Fig. 3(b).
When the reset sampling is performed at t2, the reset level
is actually higher than the expected value, while the signal
level reaches the saturation level [see Fig. 3(a)]. In this case,
the readout value obtained by subtracting the two [see (2)]
will be less than the saturation value, and the readout value
cannot truly indicate the light intensity. That is to say, when
the light intensity reaches a certain level, the readout value
will no longer increase with the increase of light intensity,
but will decrease, and even decrease to zero [bluish violet
dotted line in Fig. 3(b)], which depends on the amount of
charges overflowing to the FD when the reset sampling is
performed. Obviously, the greater the light intensity is, the
faster the overflow will occur.

C. Extended CIS Pixel Response Model

Based on the pixel response characteristics developed in the
European Machine Vision Association (EMVA) 1288 standard
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[42] and the analysis of the signal readout in Sections II-A and
-B, we extend the CIS pixel response model to the full intensity
range. This response model describes the relationship between
the final pixel value and the number of electrons induced
by full-range light intensity throughout an exposure cycle of
a pixel (including crosstalk electrons from other pixels and
excluding electrons overflowing to other pixels). It should be
noted that the model meets the linear assumptions put forward
by EMVA 1288 standard model before the pixel value reaches
saturation

µy = K (µe + µd) (3)

where µy is the mean digital signal, µe is the mean of
accumulated electrons increasing with light intensity, µd is
the mean of electrons present without light, which results in
the dark signal, and K is an overall system gain with a unit of
digits per electrons. For an n-bit ADC, the pixel value ranges
from 0 to 2n

−1, and the maximum value corresponds to the
pixel saturation capacity µe.sat, which does not reach the FWC
in general cases [42]. The pixel can no longer linearly respond
for µe larger than µe.sat, and the pixel enters the saturation
state.

This article further describes the situation when the light
intensity continues to increase. As described in Section II-B,
when the number of photoelectrons in PPD exceeds the FWC,
they may overflow to the FD. If the light is extremely strong,
photoelectrons are accumulated rapidly in PPD and quickly
exceed the FWC before the reset sampling. A large number
of excess photoelectrons overflow to the FD and affect the
reset sampling, causing the reset level to be high and the
pixel value to decrease. The pixel value response is reversed,
which stage is defined as oversaturation here. In real scenarios,
strong light sources such as the sun and lasers may cause this
to happen. The number of electrons making the pixel value
begin to reverse is denoted as µe.rev. With the light intensity
continuing to increase, the pixel value will be reduced to zero
at µe.zero electrons. Note that the values of µe.rev and µe.zero
in our extended model refer to the total number of electrons
accumulated over the entire exposure cycle of the pixel, instead
of the electrons accumulated during the very short time before
the reset sampling instant which increase the reset level. These
two values can be estimated as

µe.rev = FWC ·
t3
t2

· F (4)

µe.zero = 2FWC ·
t3
t2

· F (5)

where t2 and t3 are the reset sampling time and the exposure
time in one exposure cycle respectively (see Fig. 3). F is the
function indicating the effect of crosstalk between pixels and
is affected by multiple variables, which can be ignored in the
rough calculation.

In summary, the extended CIS pixel response model
includes three stages: linearity, saturation, and oversaturation
according to the number of pixel electrons (see Fig. 4).
We assume that the reset level increases uniformly as the total
number of photoelectrons of the pixel increases between µe.rev

Fig. 4. Extended CIS pixel response model. (a) Extended CIS pixel response
characteristic curve including linearity, saturation, and oversaturation stages.
The upper part illustrates that as the number of pixel electrons increases,
the image grayscale representing the pixel value changes. (b) Grayscale
image containing all three response stages. The extremely strong light that
causes oversaturation comes from the sun. The high-value pixels around the
oversaturated response area are in the saturation response state.

and µe.zero, and (3) is extended to

µy=



K (µe + µd) 0≤µe ≤µe.sat

2n
− 1 µe.sat ≤ µe

≤ µe.rev

max
(

K (µe.sat+µd)

µe.zero−µe.rev
(−µe+µe.zero), 0

)
µe ≥ µe.rev

.

(6)

The model greatly extends the response range of the CIS
pixel, which can perceive a super large range of light inten-
sity. As analyzed above, the extended model is suitable for
CIS pixels using the CDS method with no compensations
for charge overflow. When the strong light causes the reset
sampling value to be higher than the true level, the pixel can
respond in the oversaturation stage.

III. INTEGRATED ALL-DAY OPTICAL ATTITUDE SENSOR

A. Integration Principle of Star Sensor and Sun Sensor

Optical attitude sensors rely on imaging celestial bodies
such as stars and the sun. The light emitted by the celestial
bodies reaches the photosensitive area of the image sensor
through the optical system, and the images of the celestial
bodies are output. The attitude can be further solved by
extracting the centers of the celestial bodies in the images.
Clear imaging and easy extraction of celestial targets are
crucial for improving the measurement accuracy of attitude
sensors.

The aperture and focal length of the optical system deter-
mine the number of photons that can reach the photosensitive
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area and the FOV of the attitude sensor, which in turn
determine the pixel values of the output image and the imaging
effect of celestial bodies. The design idea of conventional star
sensors and sun sensors is to make the CIS pixels respond
linearly when imaging the targets. In this case, due to the
huge difference between the light intensity of stars and the
sun, the sun sensors and the star sensors need to use very
different optical systems.

Since the starlight is relatively weak, star sensors usually
have a relatively large aperture and a long exposure time to
obtain star images containing multiple bright spots on the dark
background. In addition, the optical systems of star sensors
have a relatively long focal length to improve measurement
accuracy with a low requirement of FOV.

The measurement model is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). For star
sensors, the principal point of the image plane is O(x0, y0),
and the focal length of the optical system is f . When imaging
stars, each star spot is extracted with a position of (xi , yi ), and
the corresponding star vector in the sensor coordinate system
is expressed as

Si =
1√

(xi − x0)
2
+ (yi − y0)

2
+ f 2

 xi − x0
yi − y0
− f

. (7)

Through subsequent star map recognition and calculation,
the absolute attitude of the sensor in the inertial coordinate
system can be determined.

The sunlight is extremely strong compared to the starlight.
Conventional camera-based sun sensors always use an optical
system with a small aperture and short focal length to avoid
saturation of the whole image or artifacts like blooming that
affect the extraction of the sun image and expand the FOV.
Sun sensors may also be equipped with neutral filters to reduce
light transmission.

For sun sensors, the solar incidence angle can be calculated
by extracting the centroid of the sun spot (xt , yt ). The two-axis
solar incidence angle in the sensor coordinate system can be
expressed as 

α = arctan
(

xt − x0

f

)
β = arctan

(
yt − y0

f

) . (8)

Actually, based on the extended response model, sunlight
can excite enough electrons to make the CIS pixels reach
oversaturation with a well-designed optical system. In this
case, the image of the sun is a black spot on the bright
background, and this is called the black sun phenomenon, just
as the sun image in Fig. 4(b). When employing the black sun
phenomenon to observe the sun, the centroid of the black sun
spot is extracted and the angle is calculated according to (8).

If a single imaging system can respectively utilize the linear
and oversaturation stages of CIS pixels to image stars and the
sun clearly, it is possible to realize the integration of a star
sensor and a sun sensor. Such an integrated optical attitude
sensor can work as a sun sensor during the day and as a
star sensor at night to achieve all-day attitude measurement or
celestial navigation.

Obviously, determining the positions of the star spots and
the center of the sun is significant for the accuracy of attitude
measurement. The black sun spot appears in the center with
the highest energy. Compared with conventional sun imaging,
it has the characteristics of a small spot and simple back-
ground, making it easier to extract, and in turn improving the
accuracy of orientation measurement and reducing calculation
difficulty without a complex extraction algorithm.

B. Design Principle of the All-Day Attitude Sensor

In order for the integrated all-day attitude sensor to realize
the functions of both the star sensor and the sun sensor, the
imaging and measurement requirements of the two need to be
considered in the optical system design.

First, the FOV and accuracy of the sun and stars measure-
ment need to be considered comprehensively. According to the
measurement model of the optical attitude sensor, the focal
length affects the theoretical accuracy δ (single star pointing
accuracy) and the FOV (θFOV) of the sensor

δ = arctan
(

a · lpix

f

)
(9)

θFOV = 2 arctan
(

Larea

2 f

)
(10)

where a is the centroid extraction accuracy of the star image
in pixels, and it can be taken as 0.1, achieving sub-pixel
accuracy, and lpix is the pixel size of CIS, Larea is the
width of the photosensitive area. The rolling accuracy can be
approximately estimated as (4 f/Larea) · δ. For measurements
with M identifying stars, the accuracy in (9) should be divided
by

√
M , which will be affected by θFOV.

When lpix and Larea are determined, there is a fundamental
tradeoff between the theoretical measurement accuracy and the
FOV. If the FOV of the sensor is enlarged, the measurement
accuracy will be degraded accordingly. For celestial navigation
during the daytime, the sun is the only observation target,
so it is necessary to expand the FOV. It should be as large as
possible while ensuring high accuracy, and a CIS with a large
photosensitive area can be selected.

Then, imaging of the celestial targets is considered, which is
the basis for attitude measurement and calculation. Section II
has analyzed the relationship between the response pixel value
and the number of photoelectrons. Fundamentally, the number
of photoelectrons is determined by the radiation of the light
source, CIS spectral response, quantum efficiency, exposure
time, and lens aperture [43]. For the sun and stars of spectral
class G2, an optical lens with an aperture diameter of D will
cause the image sensor to generate photoelectrons

N =

∫ λ2

λ1

I (λ, T ) · η(λ)

hc/λ
dλ · 2.5120−Mv

· texp ·
π D2

4
(11)

where I (λ, T ) is the radiation from a blackbody at a given
wavelength and temperature, η(λ) is the quantum efficiency
of the CIS at wavelength λ, h is the Planck constant, c is the
speed of light, and the optical system transmits wavelengths in
the λ1–λ2 band. Mv is the apparent magnitude of the celestial
target (that of the sun is –26.7), and texp is the exposure time
of CIS. D and texp are the main design parameters.
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Star sensors are adjusted to make most energy of a star
point distributed within a k×k pixels window. The distribution
of the image is usually assumed as following a 2-D Gaussian
function. In the window of interest, the signal on the pixel with
the lowest intensity should be effectively detected. Assuming
that the center of the star spot coincides with the center of the
window, the inequality should be satisfied

Nstar

2πσ 2
PSF

· exp

(
−

(
lpix · (k − 1)/2

)2

σ 2
PSF

)
>

(
σy.dark

K
+

1
2

)
(12)

where σPSF is the Gaussian radius, indicating the energy
concentration of the star point spread function, σy.dark is the
standard deviation of dark noise, which can be estimated by
CIS illumination experiments [42]. In order not to lose the
effective signal, the number of electrons in the brightest pixel
for a bright star should also be lower than µe.sat, and in
practical designs, we make it close to µe.sat.

For black sun observation, due to the extremely large num-
ber of photoelectrons generated, complicated charge overflow
exists inside and among pixels, and it is difficult to establish
an exact model to describe the signal energy distribution on
each pixel. Here, we simplify the pixel overflow process of
photoelectrons and give the design principle of the integrated
sensor for black sun observation, which is not completely exact
but enough to work.

We assume that all photoelectrons induced by the sun are
initially concentrated in m pixels corresponding to an angle
of 0.53◦, which is the viewing angular diameter of the sun
as observed from the Earth. The basic design principle is that
the number of photoelectrons generated by the image sensor
is within the oversaturated response range of the pixel, that is

F · Nsun/m = F · Nsun/

(
f tan 0.53◦

lpix

)2

> µe.rev. (13)

In order to make the black sun spot more distinct from
the bright background for easy extraction, F · Nsun/m >

µe.zero should be guaranteed. According to (4), it can also be
expressed as

Nsun/m > 2FWC ·
t3
t2

. (14)

Besides the black sun observation principle, the design for
the star observation should also be satisfied. Parameters such
as exposure time and pixel gain can be adjusted according to
the observation targets to improve the robustness of the optical
system design for different working states. A design example
is shown in Fig. 5. The typical sun sensors are with small focal
length and aperture in order to enlarge the FOV and decrease
the number of photoelectrons arriving at the imager. Besides,
neutral filters are always equipped to avoid artifacts, and as a
result, the number of photoelectrons generated by star imaging
is extremely small. Relatively, the typical star sensors are with
large focal length and aperture, so the theoretical measurement
accuracy (single star) is high, and the FOV is small. The
integrated all-day sensor determines the parameters within
the range which satisfies the FOV of the sun measurement,
accuracy, and the black sun and stars imaging.

Fig. 5. All-day optical attitude sensor design principles. (a) Curve represent-
ing the FOV and theoretical precision of the optical sensor as a function of
focal length. The purple area represents the selection range of the focal length
of the all-day sensor considering the FOV and accuracy. (b) Curve representing
the number of photoelectrons as a function of lens aperture. The curves of the
sun and stars with different apparent magnitudes are represented separately.
The number of photoelectrons is expressed by the common logarithm. The
purple area represents the selection range of the lens aperture of the all-day
sensor considering the effects of star and sun imaging. (c) Optical sensor
parameter selection radar chart showing the design parameters of a typical
star sensor and a sun sensor, and the parameter selection range of the
all-day sensor. In fact, due to the larger FOV of the all-day sensor and the
larger number of identified stars, the accuracy will not deteriorate too much
compared to typical star sensors. The typical sun sensor calculation considers
it adds a 0.1% neutral filter.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE INTEGRATED ALL-DAY OPTICAL ATTITUDE SENSOR

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

According to the design principle described in
Section III-B, a lens with a focal length of 12.5 mm
and F/1.4, and a CIS with a pixel size of 6.5 × 6.5 µm and a
photosensitive area size of 13.3 × 13.3 mm are selected. The
composed integrated optical attitude sensor has an FOV of
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Fig. 6. Instrument model and experiment setup. (a) Three-dimensional model drawing of the designed all-day optical attitude sensor. (b) Sun observation
and star observation experiment equipment and scenes.

Fig. 7. Experiment results of the all-day attitude sensor. (a) Star observation image with identified star points marked. The pixel value distribution of one
of the star points is shown in the upper left corner. (b) Sun observation image. The pixel value distribution is shown in the upper left corner. (c) Star trails
of the identified star points. (d) Sun image trail with the black sun spot indicated at every 2000 frames. (e) Errors (3σ) of the three-axis attitude measured
by the attitude sensor. (f) Errors (3σ) of the two-axis solar incidence angle measured by the attitude sensor.

56◦ and a theoretical angle measurement precision of 10.7”
according to (9) and (10). The 3-D model of the attitude
sensor can be seen in Fig. 6(a). It was manufactured and
calibrated in the laboratory. The parameters of the integrated
all-day optical attitude sensor are shown in the Table II.

In order to verify the feasibility and measurement accuracy
of the integrated optical attitude sensor, ground-based star and
sun observation experiments were carried out. The experiment
setup is shown in Fig. 6(b). The sensor is fixed and kept stable
to image the starry sky or the sun. As the earth rotates, the
position of each star point or the sun image moves, and the
update rate is 10 Hz. The three-axis attitude when it works as

a star sensor and the two-axis solar incidence angle when it
works as a sun sensor are measured.

The star observation experiment was carried out outdoors
on a sunny night. The orientation of the sensor was adjusted
to point to the zenith. The exposure time is 100 ms, and the
PGA gain is set as 10. Consecutive 36 000 frames of images
were sampled. One of the star images is shown in Fig. 7(a).
The star trails of the identified star points are shown in
Fig. 7(c). The errors are shown in Fig. 7(e). The results of the
experiment are analyzed, and the X -axis (pitch), Y -axis (yaw)
and Z -axis (roll) are 4.76” (3σ), 3.05” (3σ) and 10.72” (3σ),
respectively.
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In order to avoid the sun being blocked by surrounding
buildings, the sun observation experiment was carried out
outdoors at noon on a sunny day, and the orientation of the
integrated attitude sensor was adjusted so that the sun was in
the FOV. The exposure time is 10 ms, and the PGA gain is set
as 10. Similarly, consecutive 36 000 frames of images were
sampled. One of the images is shown in Fig. 7(b). It should
be explained here that the reason why Fig. 7(b) is different
from Fig. 4(b) is that the instrument used to take the latter
is equipped with a neutral filter, so the number of photons
arriving at the image sensor is attenuated, and the background
light intensity is not enough to saturate all pixels, and the
pixels far from the sun center are still working with the linear
response. The sun image trail is shown in Fig. 7(d), and the
black sun spot is indicated at every 2000 frames. The angle
measurement errors are shown in Fig. 7(f). The results of the
experiment are analyzed, and the X -axis and Y -axis errors are
8.42” (3σ) and 7.36” (3σ), respectively.

The real sky observation experiments verify the effec-
tiveness and applicability of the proposed extended pixel
response model of CIS. They also verify that the developed
sensor successfully integrates the functions of sun sensors and
star sensors, and achieves all-day attitude measurement with
high accuracy of arcseconds level. Through detailed analysis
and optimized design, the accuracy of the sun measurement
has been significantly improved compared with the exist-
ing camera-based sun sensors, while maintaining the high-
precision star measurement function.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A. Discussion and Conclusion

The work of this article is based on the CMOS active-
pixel sensor (APS) image sensor with 4T-PPD pixels and a
CDS readout circuit. The general principle of pixel signal
generation and readout is analyzed. The pixel readout value
is obtained by subtracting the signal level and the reset level.
Considering that the ability of the pixel to collect and accu-
mulate photoelectrons is limited, when the pixels are exposed
to extremely strong light, the excess electron generated may
overflow and raise the reset sampling level by mistake, if there
is no compensation. In this case, the pixel value decreases
from the saturated value. Given this, the extended CIS pixel
response model is established. In addition to the linear and
saturation stages, the oversaturation stage is considered, which
can respond to extremely strong light. It greatly extends the
light intensity response range of CIS pixels and opens up a
measurement pattern of full-range light intensity imaging.

Based on this, we can innovatively realize the integration of
the star sensor and the sun sensor, that is, a single camera can
image the stars as bright spots while imaging the sun as a black
spot. The black spot of the sun image can be easily extracted,
avoiding the influence of artifacts with irregular shapes, and
thereby the accuracy of the solar incidence angle measurement
is improved. Based on the detailed principle analysis, the
feasible design method of the optical system is described in
the article. Through ground-based sun and stars observation
experiments, the feasibility of the integrated optical attitude

sensor is verified, and the accuracy is demonstrated. Results
show that the orientation accuracy from sun measurement
is better than 9” (3σ), and the attitude accuracy from star
measurement is better than 5” (3σ) for pointing and 11” (3σ)

for rolling respectively. Existing conventional sun sensors have
the highest accuracy up to about 0.01◦ [44]. It can be seen
that while maintaining the high-precision stars measurement
function, the integrated sensor also has the ability to measure
the sun in the daytime, and the accuracy is significantly better
than the existing camera-based sun sensors. Without increasing
the complexity of the system and algorithm, a double-function
and high-performance measurement instrument is realized.

Besides, considering the design of the sun sensor, the FOV
of the all-day sensor is larger than that of typical star sensors,
and therefore the number of identified stars in the FOV
increases, which improves the accuracy under the condition of
poorer angular resolution. In addition, it does not need a baffle
to eliminate sunlight interference when applied to the land or
aviation at night, reducing the mass and volume compared
with typical star sensors in space.

Since the pixel charge overflow is a very complicated
process, which is related to the design of the CIS pixel array
semiconductor structure, this article makes some approxima-
tions to the modeling of the pixel oversaturation response
stage. The actual effect can be confirmed by experiments.

B. Potential Applications

Based on the conventional pixel response model, the image
sensor can only respond effectively to photoelectrons that
do not exceed FWC, and the pixel response range of light
intensity is limited. This work extends the pixel response
model based on the analysis of the pixel signal generation
and readout, proposes the extended response model for the
extremely different light intensity range, and establishes a
new celestial measurement pattern, which is a progress in the
measurement field.

The integrated optical attitude sensor has the characteristics
of both double-function and miniaturization, which provides
possible solutions for high-precision all-day celestial naviga-
tion systems. In space applications, when the sun is in the
FOV and the image is suffered from crosstalk phenomena
such as blooming, leading the star sensor to face failure,
the all-day sensor can continue to work as a sun sensor.
In the last century, celestial navigation has been applied to
aircraft such as long-range bombers, large transport aircraft,
and reconnaissance aircraft [45]. In recent decades, unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly developed and are
used in a series of missions, including military and civil
[46], [47]. The development of long-endurance UAVs is one
of the focuses. They can work for a long time, even more
than several days, and stay at the high altitude as pseudo-
satellites, which can be used in a role similar to low-earth
orbit satellites [48]. Zephyr and Solara are typical examples
of high-altitude long endurance aircraft, and they work day
and night. For small and micro UAVs, the all-day working
ability is also important. At present, UAV navigation mainly
depends on the inertial system and GPS. However, during
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long-time flight, the accumulated error of inertial navigation
cannot be ignored. Besides, because of huge advancements
in technology, UAVs have a high probability of experiencing
attacks such as GPS spoofing [49]. Celestial and inertial inte-
grated navigation system applied to UAVs is a topic of interest,
which is a good alternative to GPS [50]. At present, celestial
navigation is mainly based on star sensors [14], [51]. There are
also researchers who deploy the sun sensor or the polarization
sensor on quadrotor UAVs to coordinate with inertial sensors
to achieve navigation [20], [24]. The proposed all-day attitude
sensor can provide a reliable and high-precision navigation
sensor for UAVs, making them capable of long-endurance
flying and working day and night. Besides, miniaturiza-
tion is also an important development trend of UAVs.
Weight and size are significant considerations of the payload
design [52], [53]. Therefore, lightweight and small-size are
also important advantages for the proposed sensors to be
selected.

In UAV navigation applications, the proposed all-day optical
attitude sensor can be combined with the miniature inertial
measurement unit (MIMU) to achieve localization, which
will be the follow-up research. The attitude provided by the
stars measurement of the integrated sensor can be combined
with the MIMU to realize night navigation. While during the
daytime, navigation can be achieved by combining the sun
vector at different sampling moments provided by the sun
measurement with the MIMU. It solves the problem that it
is difficult for the daytime star sensor to identify a sufficient
number of stars during the day and the high-precision daytime
star sensors usually have a large mass and volume. Besides,
compared with the typical star sensors with a baffle used in
space, the all-day sensors applied to UAVs do not need a baffle
to eliminate the sunlight interference when working as a star
sensor during the night.
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